
 

 

Daisy Bookwrap with Angie Hughes 
 

This little project was designed for my new book Stitch Cloth Paper and Paint, a book of mixed 
media and stitch techniques and projects, I’m interested in making a textural surface with fabric 
and stitch, then painting over with gesso primer to seal the surface, then experimenting with 
coloured acrylics adding water to allow the paint to run into the textured surface. The process is 
intriguing and exciting results can be achieved with experimentation, have a go at this little 
bookwrap then take it a step forward adding your own favourite material or colour acrylic. I have 
yet to try out flour and water paste, egg white and polyfiller myself but it’s only a matter of time……  
 

You will need 
 
Suggested materials 
(I will have most of this stuff so don’t worry if you can’t bring it all) 
  

 Pelmet Vilene 28cm × 16cm to wrap an approximately A6 page bundle. 

 A piece of fabric to line the wrap same size 

 10 sheets of paper A5 for the pages (I prepared and coloured my own papers) 

 White tissue paper (or old dress making pattern these are good) 

 Bondaweb 

 Baking parchment 

 Cotton scrim 

 Heavy thread like dishcloth cotton  

 Perlé thread neutral colour 

 White and gold thread for the machine 

 A4 sheet of white paper (100gm) 

 Gesso (acrylic primer) 

 Acrylic paints I’ve used fluorescent pink, cadmium yellow, Prussian blue and Jaquard halo blue 
gold. 

 Gold transfoil 

 Washable PVA 

 Kitchen roll 

 Complimentary coloured cord or embroidery thread to couch around the edge of the wrap and 
make into a cord to close the cover. I’ve used a stranded embroidery thread. 

 Buttons and beads to embellish. 
 

 

Equipment 
 

 Basic sewing kit scissors, needles etc. 

 Iron and ironing pad 

 Extension lead 

 Hairdryer 

 Palette, water pot and brushes 

 Sewing machine  

 Hole punch and flower paper punch 

 Ruler and pencil 
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